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Introduction:
Raccoons are beloved animals, featured frequently in cartoons, literature, and children’s toys. At the same time, 
hundreds of thousands of raccoons are legally killed annually across the United States for their fur, because 
homeowners find their presence annoying, or even simply for fun. Many raccoons die painfully in cruel traps or 
are shot or crushed to death after being trapped. In addition to trapping and hunting, raccoons are frequently 
labeled as “nuisance” animals simply because they live in our backyards and neighborhoods. In some states, 
raccoons are actually defined in the law as “nuisance” animals or “deleterious” wildlife. 

As furbearing animals, raccoons are victims of the trapping industry, preyed on by hunters and recreational 
trappers, and common targets of wildlife control operators. A handful of states even prohibit wildlife 
rehabilitators from caring for them due to outdated concerns about rabies. Yet every week, there are also news 
stories about police officers, wildlife rehabilitators, and Good Samaritans spending hours rescuing a single 
raccoon from a storm drain or months nursing a baby raccoon whose leg was severed by a trap back to health.  
It doesn’t make sense. 

This report focuses on raccoons because they are a symbol of Americans’ conflicted and contradictory laws and 
policies towards the many animals who call our neighborhoods and forests home. While the laws may vary 
somewhat across species, a state’s ranking is a good indicator of how it treats other backyard wildlife including 
foxes, opossum, weasels, and skunks. Raccoons are natural ambassadors for the rest of our native wildlife. Let’s 
change our laws to reflect the reality that most people care both for raccoons and all wild animals. 

The Report: 
The following report grades each state on the legal protections it provides raccoons. Its purpose is to illuminate 
the ways we have failed our backyard neighbors and identify model laws that maximize their protection. The 
report card provides an easy format for advocates to identify how well their state protects native wildlife and 
areas for improvement.
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Methodology

Each state and the District of Columbia received a letter grade based on (1) how raccoons are defined, (2) the 
regulation of wildlife control operators, (3) wildlife rehabilitators’ ability to care for raccoons, and (4) restrictions 
on hunting and trapping. Positive laws received zero points. Thus, the more points that a state received, the 
worse it fared on the report card. After the points were totaled, states were given a letter grade based on where 
their score fell within five ranges (corresponding to the nine letter grades).

Designation:  
• How do different states classify raccoons?

Names are important. They set the tone for state’s approach to its native wildlife and reflect the community’s values. When 
a state designates a raccoon as a “nuisance” merely for existing, it devalues her in the eyes of residents. It also usually 
indicates that raccoons have fewer protections (such as year-round hunting and trapping seasons). “Neutral” was chosen 
to describe terms like “game animal” and “furbearers” because the terms are not overtly negative. Of course, the term 
furbearer itself refers to a dead animal’s skin. And “game” refers to animals who are hunted or killed for food or sport. In 
general, laws do not value native wildlife and the myriad terms used to describe wildlife reflect this. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control 
• Is “nuisance” wildlife control regulated by the state?

Regulation of wildlife control operators varies wildly across the country. In some states, wildlife control operators are 
completely unregulated. In those states, anyone can create a website and start charging homeowners money to kill 
wildlife – without a license or any training. It’s important to note that even when wildlife control operation requires a 
permit, there may be few requirements. Some states require training, education, and annual reporting. Other states 
simply require operators to register and pay a fee. States that require operators to obtain a permit and report annually 
on wildlife trapped or killed scored better than states that do not.

Finally, some states allow homeowners to trap and kill some wild animals on their property at any time. Though it’s a 
small requirement, states that require homeowners to report killed wildlife performed better. Reporting allows the state, 
and potentially advocates, to identify problem locations and find solutions. 

Rehabilitation 
• May wildlife rehabilitators care for raccoons?

With the human population increasing and wildlife habitat shrinking, rehabilitation serves a crucial role where many 
wild animals are injured by human activity. Shockingly, a few states either prohibit rehabilitation or actively discourage 
people from pursuing wildlife rehabilitation and limit the number of permits available. Multiple states also limit or 
prohibit rehabilitators from caring for raccoons due to outmoded concerns about rabies. This is not only frustrating for 
rehabilitators but for the many citizens who find injured raccoons and are distressed to find out rehabilitators cannot 
legally provide help.

84% 
States That allow the use of leg-hold traps

States that have no licensing requirements 
for wildlife control operators

36% 
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Hunting and Trapping
• Is a license required? 

States were graded on whether a person must obtain a 
hunting or trapping license. 

• What about length of hunting season and bag limits?
States with shorter hunting and trapping seasons for 
raccoons performed better. 

Bag limits refer to the number of animals that a hunter and 
trapper may kill in a single day or season. States without 
any limit on the number of raccoons that could be killed 
performed worse.

• How often do traps need to be checked?
Raccoons caught in traps might be in excruciating pain, 
are vulnerable to attack by other animals, or may injure 
themselves trying to escape the trap. Depending on how 
long the raccoon is left, she could also starve or die from 
dehydration or exposure to the cold or heat. States that 
require traps be checked every 24 hours were awarded the 
fewest number of points. A few states have no trap check 
requirement meaning it is legal to let the animal slowly  
starve or freeze to death. Note: The trap check requirement 
refers to land traps. Many states have different requirements 
for water-set traps. 

• Are leg-hold traps permitted? 
Unfortunately, leg-hold traps are one of the most popular 
types of traps in the country despite the misery their use 
inflicts on animals. These traps cause severe suffering—
trapped animals experience bone fractures and amputation 
among many other injuries. Some animals may even 
amputate their own limbs in their desperation to escape. 
Animals are also exposed to extreme weather conditions, 
may be attacked by other animals, and eventually will starve 
if not removed. Finally, these traps have injured humans and 
killed companion animals like dogs and cats. Traps don’t see 
a difference between a raccoon and your pet dog. 

• Do trappers have to submit an annual report? 
Reports are important for both conservationists and 
advocates to understand the impact of hunting and trapping 
on animal populations.  

• Is a trapper or hunter education course required?
Education courses provide hunters and trappers with at 
least minimal training on proper techniques. Education also 
ensures that hunters and trappers are aware of state laws.

8 states 
classify raccoons

negatively
as a nuisance or otherwise 
harmful to the environment

States That 
REquire trappers 
complete 
a trapping 
education course 46% 

30% 
States that do not 

require 24-hour 
trap checks 

everywhere in 
the state 

(Some require 24-hour 
checks in certain areas)
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DESIGNATION
 
Are raccoons categorized neutrally or negatively?
• Neutral (game animal/furbearer) (0 points)
• Negative (nuisance/deleterious) (4 points)

“NUISANCE” WILDLIFE CONTROL OPERATORS 
 
Is there a permit, license, or certification 
requirement for wildlife control operators 
(professional or those who accept a fee)? 
• Yes (0 points)
• No (4 points)

Do professional wildlife control operators have  
to report annually?
• Yes (0 points)
• No (2 points)

Do private citizens trapping “nuisance”  
raccoons have to report?
• Yes (0 points)
• No (2 points)

REHABILITATION
 
May raccoons be cared for by a wildlife 
rehabilitator?
• Yes (0 points)
• Yes with restrictions (2 points)
• No (4 points) 

HUNTING/TRAPPING
 
Is a license required for hunting and/or trapping? 
• Yes (0 points)
• Yes, but not for both hunting and trapping (2 points)
• No (4 points)

Is there a raccoon hunting or trapping season?  
• Yes, both are three months or less (0 points)
• Yes, one is less than three months and one is more than 

three months (2 points)
• Yes, both are more than three months (4 points)
• No, raccoons may be hunted and trapped year-round  

(6 points)

Are there daily bag limits for trapping raccoons? 
• Yes (0 points)
• No (4 points)

Are there annual bag limits for trapping raccoons? 
• Yes (0 points)
• No (4 points)

How often do traps need to be checked generally? 
• Must be checked less than every 24 hours (0 points)
• Must be checked every 24 hours (1 point)
• Must be checked every 36 hours (2 points)
• Must be checked every 48 hours (3 points)
• Must be checked every 72 hours (4 points)
• No trap check requirements (6 points) 

Leg-hold traps permitted?
• Yes (6 points)
• No (0 points)

Do trappers have to submit an annual report?
• Yes (0 points)
• No (4 points)

Trapper or hunter education required?  
• Both (0 points) 
• Trapping only (2 points)
• Hunting only (2 points)
• Neither (4 points)

Report Card
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How did your state score? 

STATE GRADE

District of Columbia A

Hawaii A-

Washington B

California B-

Illinois B-

Massachusetts B-

New Hampshire B-

Oklahoma B-

Rhode Island B-

Arizona C

Delaware C

Georgia C

Indiana C

Iowa C

Kansas C

Kentucky C

Maine C

Maryland C

New Mexico C

Oregon C

Vermont C

Colorado C-

Connecticut C-

Florida C-

Louisiana C-

Michigan C-

STATE GRADE

Minnesota C-

Mississippi C-

Missouri C-

Nebraska C-

New Jersey C-

New York C-

Ohio C-

Pennsylvania C-

South Carolina C-

Tennessee C-

Virginia C-

West Virginia C-

Arkansas D

North Carolina D

Wisconsin D

Alabama D-

Idaho D-

Nevada D-

South Dakota D-

Texas D-

Utah D-

Alaska F

Montana F

North Dakota F

Wyoming F
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Alaska: F
Category (4 points)
• Raccoons are classified as deleterious exotic wildlife. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (2 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. 

Rehabilitation (2 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator 

with restrictions. Wildlife rehabilitation is not referred 
to in statutes or regulations, however, the Department 
of Fish and Game references “approved” wildlife 
centers. Thus, rehabilitating raccoons is not explicitly 
prohibited. Further, without a wildlife rehabilitation 
permit, persons wishing to possess raccoons must 
obtain another permit. The Alaska Department of 
Fish and Game links to external websites with lists of 
“approved wildlife rehabilitation centers.” 

Hunting and Trapping (33 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Raccoons may be trapped or hunted year-round. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• There are no trap check requirements. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Hunting education is only required for those born after 

1986 who also want to hunt in certain areas of the 
state. For this reason, three points were given. 

Arizona: C
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (2 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. Persons suffering property damage 
by game mammals, game birds, or protected wildlife 
may try to alleviate the damage except not through 
killing or injuring. Persons who continue to experience 
damage must file a written report with the state and 
the state must investigate. However, raccoons are 
not listed as game mammals. A.R.S. § 17-239. Small 
game (also excluding raccoons) depredation permits 
are also available. 

Alabama: D-

Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally.

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (7 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is not required. 

Neither state law nor regulations refer to licensing for 
professional nuisance trapping. However, Alabama 
was given three points because the state Department 
of Conservation & Natural Resources lists “licensed” 
nuisance wildlife control operators. The state website 
notes: “The Division of Wildlife and Freshwater 
Fisheries does not have regulatory authority over these 
individuals or businesses other than permitting them to 
‘take’ protected wildlife. Therefore, we can’t guarantee 
the quality of service although every reasonable effort 
is made to exclude disreputable individuals from the 
permitting process.” 

• Operators do not have to report annually. 
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. A property owner or tenant may kill 
or take one raccoon, squirrel… per incident that is 
causing damage to said individual’s property without a 
permit and cannot relocate live caught animal across a 
county line or major river drainage. Ala. Admin. Code 
r. 220-2-.27.  

Rehabilitation (2 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by wildlife rehabilitator 

with restrictions. The care of raccoons by wildlife 
rehabilitators has been controversial. Guidelines were 
changed to allow only one rehabilitator permitted for 
raccoons in each district (five in the state total). Public 
outcry ensued.

Hunting and Trapping (27 points)
• License is not required for both hunting and trapping. 

A fur-catcher license is only required for people 
who take, capture, or kill fur-bearing animals for 
commercial purposes. Ala. Code 1975 § 9-11-59.

• Raccoons may be trapped or hunted year-round. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Some trappers must submit an annual report. Two 

points, instead of zero, were awarded because persons 
trapping for non-commercial purposes do not need 
a license. However, persons with licenses must report 
annually. Ala. Code 1975 § 9-11-267. 

• Only hunting education is required. 
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Merrifield v. Lockyer, 547 F.3d 978 (9th Cir. 2008). If 
the operator is killing animals or is working with mice, 
rats, voles, or moles, then a structural pest control 
permit is needed. Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 8562. 

• Some operators must report. One point was given 
because if an operator can work without a license, 
there is no duty to report. If they must work with a 
structural pest control permit, records of every job must 
be reported and filed with the pest control board. Cal. 
Bus. & Prof. Code § 8518.

• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 
have to report. Fur-bearing mammals injuring property 
may be taken at any time. West’s Ann. Cal. Fish & G. 
Code § 4180.

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Hunting and Trapping (13 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are not permitted. There is an exception 

for agencies, employees, and contractors of the United 
States of America engaged in wildlife management on 
federal lands or conservation efforts under federal law. 
National Audubon Society v. Davis, 144 F. Supp. 2d 
1160, 1182 (N.D. Cal. 2000).

• Trappers must submit an annual report.  
• Both hunting and trapping education is required. 

Colorado: C-
Category (2 points)
• Raccoons are generally classified as furbearers. Two 

points were given because they are also classified as 
terrestrial wildlife species detrimental to Colorado. 2 
Colo. Code Regs. 406-0:008. 

 
“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (8 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is not required for 

wildlife control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators do not have to report 

annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. Any person may hunt, trap, or take 
common crows…raccoons on lands owned or leased 
by person without license but only when such wildlife 
is causing damage to crops, real or personal property, 
or livestock. C.R.S.A. § 33-6-107. 

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Arizona: C (Continued)

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Hunting and Trapping (21 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers must submit an annual report.  
• Only trapping education is required. 

Arkansas: D
Category (0 points) 
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (8 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is not required. The 

industry is so underregulated in Arkansas that some 
operators have expressed concern. 

• Wildlife control operators do not have to report 
annually.

• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 
have to report. 

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Hunting and Trapping (25 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Only hunting education is required. 

California: B-
Category (2 points)
• Raccoons are classified both as fur-bearing mammals, 

vertebrate pests, and “detrimental.” 14 CCR § 671. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (5 points) 
• Some operators must be licensed. Two points were 

given because if an operator is only conducting live 
capture and removal or exclusion of vertebrate pests 
(including raccoons), there is no license requirement. 
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• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. 

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Raccoons are classified as Rabies Vector Species (RVS). 
These species must be released in the county of origin, 
and the Division must be notified in annual report.

Hunting and Trapping (23 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Both hunting and trapping education is required. 

District of Columbia: A
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (2 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. 

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Hunting and Trapping (0 points)
• Hunting and trapping are prohibited. 

Florida: C-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (8 points)
• A permit, license, or certification is not required for 

wildlife control operators. According to the Florida 
Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission website, 
there is no license requirement for “nuisance” wildlife 
trappers, though they can voluntarily register on the 
website if they wish. 

• Wildlife control operators do not have to report 
annually.

• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 
have to report. 

Hunting and Trapping (17 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are not permitted. Leg-hold traps 

were banned by statewide ballot initiative; however, 
exemptions exist, including for wildlife damage control.

• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Both hunting and trapping education is required. 

Connecticut: C-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (2 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. 

Rehabilitation (3 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator 

only with extreme restrictions. Three points were 
given because Connecticut Department of Energy 
& Environmental Protection prohibits rehabilitators 
from caring for adult or “sickly” raccoons. Wildlife 
rehabilitators must complete additional requirements 
before caring for animals classified as Rabies Vector 
Species (includes raccoons). 

Hunting and Trapping (21 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• One season is less than three months and one season 

is more than three months.
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Both hunting and trapping education is required. 

Delaware: C
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (2 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. Delaware regulations state that 
the Delaware Division of Fish & Wildlife may certify 
commercial “nuisance” wildlife control operators. A 
phone call on 5/26/17 with the Division confirmed 
operators are licensed, and operators must submit 
annual reports.
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• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers must submit an annual report.  
• Only hunting education is required. 

Hawaii: A-
Note: Raccoons are not native to Hawaii.

Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (6 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is not required for 

wildlife control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators do not have to report 

annually.
• Not Applicable (NA)

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• NA

Hunting and Trapping (2 points)
• A license is only required for hunting. But trapping is 

not permitted on public land. 
• NA
• NA
• Trapping is not permitted on public land. 
• There is no trapping on public land. Further, it is a 

violation of the animal cruelty code to set a steel-
jawed leg trap anywhere or to set a snare, conibear 
trap, or leg-hold trap in a residential area (with 
exceptions for agents of the government). HRS § 711-
1109.37

• NA
• Only hunting education is required but there is no 

trapping permitted on public land. 

Idaho: D-
Category (4 points)
• Raccoons are defined negatively as predatory wildlife. 

I.C. § 36-201.

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (8 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is not required for 

wildlife control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators do not have to report 

annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report.

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

FLordia: C (Continued) 

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Hunting and Trapping (21 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Raccoons may be trapped or hunted year-round. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are not generally permitted. Leg-hold 

traps are only allowed by special permit from the director.
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Only hunting education is required. 

Georgia: C
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (0 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. Permits for wildlife control operators 
are not discussed in state laws or regulations. Permits 
are only referenced in a regulation about fresh water 
turtles. Comp. R. & Regs. 391-4-16-.03. However, 
Georgia Wildlife Resources Division states permits are 
necessary and has an application on its website.

• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do 

have to report. Citizens must alert the state prior 
to trapping.  The Georgia Department of Natural 
Resources website states that “Code Section O.C.G.A. 
27-2-31 provides for four different permits for 
controlling wildlife in certain “nuisance” situations.  
Previously, homeowners had no legal recourse other 
than to pay private contractors or solicit assistance 
from WRD offices. These permits provide an option 
to individuals who are capable of handling these 
problems themselves.” 

Rehabilitation (2 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator 

with restrictions. Rehabilitation permits for certain 
species, including raccoons, are only issued to 
veterinarians or people with 2 years of experience, a 
high test score, and rabies vaccination. Ga. Comp. R. 
& Regs. 391-4-9-.03.

Hunting and Trapping (19 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• One season is less than three months and one season 

is more than three months.
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
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• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 
have to report. Landowners or tenants may take 
raccoons without a permit if the raccoon is causing 
damage or just threatening to cause damage to the 
property. Animal must be relocated within county with 
written permission or euthanized. 312 IAC 9-3-15.

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Hunting and Trapping (21 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

less than three months. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Only hunting education is required.

Iowa: C
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally.

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (0 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons must 

report. Except as otherwise provided, a person shall 
not take or kill a fur-bearing animal outside the open 
season except where the killing is for the protection of 
a person or public or private property with the prior 
permission of the commission. If prior permission is 
impractical and the animal represents a threat, the 
animal may be taken without prior permission. I.C.A. § 
481A.87. 

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Hunting and Trapping (21 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

less than three months. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Only hunting education is required.

Hunting and Trapping (26 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Raccoons may be hunted or trapped year-round. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 72 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers must submit an annual report.  
• Only hunting education is required. 

Illinois: B-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally.

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (0 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons must 

report. The Department of Natural Resources may 
authorize landowners/residents to remove or destroy 
any wild bird or wild mammal if the animal is 
destroying property or causing a risk to human health 
or safety upon his or her land. After a permit is issued, 
the permittee must advise the department in writing, 
within 10 days of the expiration date of the permit, 
the number of individual species of wildlife taken. 520 
ILCS 5/2.37. 

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Hunting and Trapping (20 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers must submit an annual report.   
• Both hunting and education is required (but one point 

was given because trapping education is only required 
for those born after 1998).

Indiana: C
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally.

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (2 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
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• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Only hunting education is required.

Louisiana: C-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally.

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (2 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. Certain animals, including raccoons, 
conclusively proven to be creating a “nuisance” may 
be trapped alive and relocated to suitable habitat 
without permit by property owners. La. Admin Code. 
tit. 76, pt. V, § 125

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Hunting and Trapping (25 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Only hunting education is required.

Maine: C
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally.

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (2 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators do not have to report 

annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons must 

report. A person may lawfully kill any wild animal 
destroying that person’s property. A person who kills a 
wild animal or wild turkey by authority of this section 
shall report the incident to the Maine Warden Service. 
12 M.R.S.A. § 12401.

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Hunting and Trapping (19 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

less than three months. 

Kansas: C
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally.

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (2 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. 

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Hunting and Trapping (19 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

less than three months. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Both hunting and trapping education is required.

Kentucky: C
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally.

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (0 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons must 

report. Landowners may kill or trap wildlife causing 
damage to the lands or any personal property situated 
thereon and shall not be required to have a hunting or 
trapping license. They may do so during periods other 
than the open season. Upon destruction of any wildlife 
by the above-specified individuals, the act shall be 
reported to a conservation officer within twenty-four 
(24) hours of the kill. KRS § 150.170.

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Hunting and Trapping (25 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
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birds or mammals shall be sent to the Director of 
the Massachusetts Department of Fish and Game. 
M.G.L.A. 131 § 37. 

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Hunting and Trapping (17 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are not permitted.
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Both hunting and trapping education is required.

Michigan: C-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally.

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (2 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. A property owner or their designee 
may take raccoon all year on property owned by the 
person when raccoons are doing or are about to do 
damage to the persons property. Michigan Wildlife 
Conservation Order 3.605.

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Live raccoons may only be released in the same county 
of capture and must be killed if capture point cannot 
be found. Michigan Wildlife Conservation Order 
5.74a.

Hunting and Trapping (26 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps set in a manner to hold an animal alive must be 

checked every 24 hours in most parts of the state and 
only every 48 hours in other parts. Michigan Wildlife 
Conservation Order 3.600. For this reason, 2 points 
were given. 

• Leg-hold traps are permitted.
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Only hunting education is required.

• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Both hunting and trapping education is required.

Maryland: C
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally.

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (1 point) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons must 

report. Citizens must apply for a Landowner Wildlife 
Damage Control Permit to control “nuisance” wildlife, 
which involves the landowner specifying which animals 
they need to remove. One point was given because 
there is an exception for controlling game mammals or 
birds during legal hunting seasons with legal devices. 
COMAR 08.03.15.03

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Hunting and Trapping (23 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. Steel leg-hold traps and 

snare traps not allowed in Anne Arundel, Baltimore, 
Howard, Montgomery, and Prince George’s counties, 
except on private farmland. MD Code, Natural 
Resources, § 10-410. 

• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Both hunting and trapping education is required.

Massachusetts: B-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally.

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (0 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons must 

report. An owner or tenant of land may hunt or take 
any mammal which he finds damaging his property 
except grass growing on uncultivated land. Upon 
the taking, a report on or before January thirty-
first of each year, stating the number and kinds of 
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• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 36 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted.
• Trappers must submit an annual report.  
• Only hunting education is required.

Missouri: C-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally.

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (6 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is not required for 

wildlife control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators do not have to report 

annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons must 

report. Wildlife which is beyond reasonable doubt 
damaging property may be captured or killed by the 
owner of the property being damaged. Wildlife so 
captured or killed must be reported to an agent of the 
department within twenty-four (24) hours. 3 Mo. Code 
of State Regulations 10-4.130.

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Hunting and Trapping (21 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

less than three months. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted.
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Only hunting education is required.

Montana: F
Category (4 points)
• Raccoons are defined as “vertebrate pests.” MCA 

7-22-2501. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (8 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is not required for 

wildlife control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators do not have to report 

annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. 

Rehabilitation (2 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator 

with restrictions. Neither the code nor the 
administrative regulations set out rules for wildlife 

Minnesota: C-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally.

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (5 points) 
• There is no reference to wildlife control operators 

in Minnesota statutes or regulations nor are they 
referenced on the state Department of Natural 
Resources website. However, three points were given 
because we received a list of businesses with “nuisance 
permits” after emailing the Minnesota Department of 
Natural Resources. 

• Wildlife control operators do not have to report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons must 

report. A person may take certain animals, including 
raccoons, on land owned or occupied by the person 
where the animal is causing damage. The person must 
notify a conservation officer or employee of the Fish 
and Wildlife Division within 24 hours after the animal 
is killed. M.S.A. § 97B.655.

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Hunting and Trapping (23 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted.
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Both hunting and trapping education is required.

Mississippi: C-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally.

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (8 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is not required for 

wildlife control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators do not have to report 

annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report.

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Hunting and Trapping (22 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
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Nevada: D-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (8 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is not required. 

Email with Nevada Department of Wildlife confirmed 
no additional permit is required beyond a trapping 
permit. July 11, 2017.

• Wildlife control operators do not have to report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. Even fur-bearing mammals (which does 
not include raccoons) injuring property may be taken 
or killed at any time in any manner by the owner or 
occupant of the property or with the permission of the 
owner or occupant. N.R.S. 503.470

Rehabilitation (4 points)
• Raccoons may not be cared for by a wildlife 

rehabilitator. The Department will not issue a permit 
to rehabilitate wildlife for the rehabilitation of coyotes, 
foxes, skunks, raccoons, rats, mice, ground squirrels or 
bats. NAC 504.490 

Hunting and Trapping (27 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. However, 

a person is not required to obtain a hunting license 
or permit to hunt unprotected wild birds or mammals. 
Further, a person who holds a trapping license issued 
by the Department is not required to obtain a hunting 
license to hunt coyotes, badgers, skunks, raccoons, 
weasels, ring-tailed cats or fur-bearing mammals. For 
this reason, one point was given. NAC 503.193.

• Raccoons may be hunted or trapped year-round. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 96 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers must submit an annual report.  
• Only hunting education is required. 

New Hampshire: B-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (0 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons must 

report. Under the Wildlife Damage Control statutes, it 
states, “The person by whom or under whose direction 
any game or fur-bearing animal is wounded or killed 
shall, within 12 hours, report all facts relative thereto 
to the nearest conservation officer.” N.H. Rev. Stat. § 
207:27. 

rehabilitation so raccoon rehabilitation is not explicitly 
prohibited. It’s important to note that raccoons are 
classified as “wild animals” under the public health 
rabies laws and possession is only permitted by fur-
bearing enterprises, zoo exhibitions, or educational 
institutions for scientific research.

Hunting and Trapping (27 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Raccoons may be hunted or trapped year-round. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 48 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted.
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Both hunting and trapping education is required. In 

August, 2017, the Department of Fish, Wildlife, and 
Parks voted to mandate trapper education for those 
born after 1985. However, a trapper education class 
for a state with almost no regulations or restrictions on 
trapping is unlikely to be beneficial.  

Nebraska: C-
Category (2 points)
• Raccoons are classified as fur-bearing animals and 

as a predator for the purposes of damage by wildlife. 
Thus, two points were awarded. Neb. Rev.St. § 37-559. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (1 point) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. But one point was awarded because 
furbearers may be killed only by those persons holding 
a valid Wildlife Damage Control permit. Neb. Admin. 
R. & Regs. Tit. 163, Ch. 4, § 001. 

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator.

Hunting and Trapping (26 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted.
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Only hunting education is required. Three points were 

awarded because hunter education is only required for 
people under the age of 29. Neb.Rev.St. § 37-413.
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New Mexico: C
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (0 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons must 

report. 

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Hunting and Trapping (23 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers must submit an annual report.  
• Neither hunting nor trapping education is required. 

Hunter education is only required for people under the 
age of 18. N.M. Admin. Code 19.36.3.

New York: C-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (2 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. Raccoons, muskrats, coyotes or fox 
injuring private property may be taken by the owner, 
occupant or lessee thereof, or an employee or family 
member of such owner, occupant or lessee, at any 
time in any manner. McKinney’s ECL § 11-0523.

Rehabilitation (2 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator 

with restrictions. There is a special license class called 
Rabies Vector Species Wildlife Rehabilitator, applicants 
must have two years of experience as a rehabilitator, 
complete a training course, pass a facility inspection, 
and be vaccinated against rabies.  

Hunting and Trapping (24 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE: B- (Continued) 

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Hunting and Trapping (17 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• One season is less than three months and one season 

is more than three months.
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers must submit an annual report.  
• Both hunting and trapping education is required. 

New Jersey: C-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (8 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is not required for 

wildlife control operators. However, depredation 
control permits are required for nongame species. 
Nongame species refers to wildlife for which a legal 
hunting or trapping season has not been established. 
N.J.A.C. 7:25–4.6. 

• Wildlife control operators do not have to report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. “Property owners and occupants of 
dwellings suffering damage from squirrel, raccoon, 
opossum, skunk, weasel, woodchuck, gray fox, red fox 
and coyote, or their agents designated in writing, may 
control these animals by lawful procedures at any time 
subject to State law and local ordinances.” N.J.A.C. 
7:25–5.21.

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Hunting and Trapping (19 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• By statute, leg-hold traps are prohibited. However, 

two points were given because the Department of 
Environmental Protection, Division of Fish & Wildlife 
skirted the prohibition by allowing “enclosed foot-
hold” traps which have similar problems to leg-hold 
traps. Animal protection groups brought a lawsuit 
against the department but lost.

• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Both hunting and trapping education is required. 
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Rehabilitation (4 points)
• Raccoons may not be cared for by a wildlife 

rehabilitator. Only licensed zoos may possess raccoons 
in captivity. Further, North Dakota Game and Fish 
Department actively discourages wildlife rehabilitation 
and rarely issues permits for any rehabilitation.

Hunting and Trapping (32 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Raccoons may be hunted and trapped year-round. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• There are no trap check requirements.
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Only hunting education is required. 

Ohio: C-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (4 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators do not have to report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. 

Rehabilitation (2 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for with restrictions. Persons 

that have at least three years of rehabilitation 
experience may apply for a category II rehabilitators 
permit. A category II rehabilitators permit will allow the 
individual permit holder to rehabilitate all species of 
wild animals except deer, coyote, mute swans, or state 
or federal endangered species (category 1 may not 
care for raccoons). OAC 1501:31-25-03. 

Hunting and Trapping (20 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Generally, hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons 

are less than three months. However, one point was 
given because the trapping season for all furbearing 
animals except fox is extended for longer than three 
months in the following counties: Lucas (east of the 
Maumee river), Ottawa, Sandusky, and Erie OAC 
1501:31-15-17.

• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Both hunting and trapping education is required. 

• Traps must be checked every 24 hours except in one 
area of the state. Two points were given because 
in the Northern Zone traps “shall be visited once in 
each forty-eight hours or a shorter interval of no less 
than twenty-four hours as the department may, by 
regulation, require.” McKinney’s ECL § 11-1105. 

• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Both hunting and trapping education is required. 

North Carolina: D
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (2 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. “Wildlife taken without a permit while 
committing depredations to property may, during 
the open season on the species, be taken by the 
landholder by any lawful method. During the closed 
season, such depredating wildlife may be taken 
without a permit only by the use of firearms or archery 
equipment.” 15A NCAC 10B.0106.

Rehabilitation (4 points)
• Raccoons may not be cared for by a wildlife 

rehabilitator. “Due to high risk for carrying rabies, 
the following wild animals should not be 
handled and cannot be rehabilitated: foxes, skunks, 
raccoons, coyotes and bats.” North Carolina Wildlife 
Resources Commission, Injured/Orphaned Wildlife. 

Hunting and Trapping (25 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
• No daily or annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Only hunting education is required. 

North Dakota: F
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (8 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is not required for 

wildlife control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators do not have to report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. 
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Hunting and Trapping (23 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
• No daily and annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 48 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers must submit an annual report.  
• Only trapping education is required. 

Pennsylvania: C-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (2 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. Private citizens trapping to prevent 
agricultural damage generally have to report the 
animals they catch, but there is an express exception 
for raccoons. 34 Pa.C.S.A. § 2122. 

Rehabilitation (2 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator 

with restrictions. Raccoons are categorized as Rabies 
Vector Species which requires they be housed in a 
manner to prevent escape and rehabilitators must pass 
an additional examination to care for these animals. 
58 Pa. Code § 147.301; 58 Pa. Code § 147.306. 

Hunting and Trapping (24 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping.
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
• No daily and annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 36 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Both hunting and trapping education is required. 

Rhode Island: B-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (0 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons must 

report. Landowners may take furbearers causing 
damage or “nuisance” to domestic animals, crops 

Oklahoma: B-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (2 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. 

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator.

Hunting and Trapping (14 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

less than three months. 
• There are daily and annual bag limits for trapping 

raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Only hunting education is required. Three points were 

given because hunter education courses are only 
required for people under the age of 30.

Oregon: C
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (0 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons must 

report.  In the statute regarding wildlife causing 
damage, it states no person may take any game 
mammal or fur-bearing mammal without first 
obtaining a permit for such taking. O.R.S. § 498.012.

Rehabilitation (2 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator 

with restrictions. Raccoons are regulated as  
“Restricted Species with Conditions.” They may only  
be rehabilitated in pre-approved facilities and must  
be released at site of capture. The maximum 
number of raccoons held by any single facility will 
be determined by the Department and listed on the 
permit. OAR 635-062-0030.
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Hunting and Trapping (19 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• One season is less than three months and one season 

is more than three months.
• No daily and annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers must submit an annual report.  
• Only hunting education is required. 

South Dakota: D-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. However, while 

raccoons are not defined as predators/varmint, a 
resident predator/varmint license allows a resident 
to hunt raccoons in addition to species defined as 
varmint. SDCL § 41-6-80.

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (8 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is not required for 

wildlife control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators do not have to report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. 

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator.

Hunting and Trapping (31 points)
• Generally, a license is required for hunting and 

trapping. In South Dakota, a license to take fur-
bearing animals permits the holder to trap and hunt. 
However, this license is not required for residents 
to hunt raccoons (and skunks, badgers, jackrabbits, 
foxes, coyotes) with firearms. Additionally, no license is 
required to trap these animals between April 1st and 
August 31st.

• Raccoons may be hunted and trapped year-round.
• No daily and annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked by midnight of second calendar 

day after last check east of the Missouri River, and by 
midnight of third calendar day after last check west of 
the Missouri River. ARSD 41:08:02:03.

• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Neither hunting nor trapping education is required. 

or livestock, but they must present the carcass to the 
Department within 24 hours of taking. 20 R.I. Gen. 
Laws § 20-16-2.

Rehabilitation (3 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator 

with extreme restrictions.  Only apparently healthy, 
orphaned young (less than 10-weeks of age) raccoons 
are candidates for rehabilitation and only if no human 
or animal exposure has occurred, as determined by 
the Rhode Island Department of Health. Because the 
majority of raccoons may not be cared for, three points 
were given. R.I. Admin. Code 25-8-14:9.

Hunting and Trapping (13 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• One season is less than three months and one season 

is more than three months.
• No daily and annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours. 
• Leg-hold traps are not permitted. Persons may apply 

to the director for a special permit to use a trap on his 
property in the case of an animal “nuisance” which 
cannot be reasonably abated except by use of that 
trap. 20 R.I. Gen. Laws § 20-16-8.

• Trappers must submit an annual report.  
• Only hunting education is required. 

South Carolina: C-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (8 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is not required for 

wildlife control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators do not have to report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do 

not have to report. No permit is required for people 
capturing furbearing animals or squirrels within 100 
yards of owner’s home when the animal is causing 
damage. The animals may not relocated, they must be 
destroyed or released at trapping location. S.C. Code 
Ann. § 50-11-2570.

Rehabilitation (2 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator 

with restrictions. No laws regulating wildlife 
rehabilitation were found. However, the South 
Carolina Department of Natural Resources maintains 
an online list of wildlife rehabilitators. The department 
website states it “does not recommend or support 
the treatment or rehabilitation of wildlife carnivores” 
which includes raccoons. Considering possession and 
transport of carnivores and furbearers is regulated and 
sometimes requires permits, South Carolina was given 
two points.
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• No daily and annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 36 hours.
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Only hunting education is required.

Utah: D-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined negatively as a depredating 

animal under the Agricultural and Wildlife Damage 
Act.  U.C.A. 1953 § 4-23-3. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (4 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. However, the law merely refers to 
“business entities” that have “obtained a certificate 
of registration from the division to conduct nuisance 
wildlife control.” There is no scheme regulating 
“nuisance” wildlife control operators. U.A.C. R657-3. 

• Wildlife control operators do not have to report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. 

Rehabilitation (4 points)
• Raccoons may not be cared for by a wildlife 

rehabilitator. The regulation regarding wildlife 
rehabilitation specifically excludes raccoons. Raccoons 
are regulated by the Department of Agriculture. 
Special permission must be granted from the 
department to possess each new individual raccoon. 
Possession is generally prohibited.

Hunting and Trapping (27 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Raccoons may be hunted and trapped year-round. 
• No daily and annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 48 hours.
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Both hunting and trapping education is required. 

Vermont: C
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (8 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is not required for 

wildlife control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators do not have to report 

annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. The regulations regarding the taking of 
furbearers do not apply to property owners protecting 

Tennessee: C-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (2 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. 

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator.

Hunting and Trapping (26 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
• No daily and annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 36 hours.
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Only hunting education is required. 

Texas: D-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (8 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is not required for 

wildlife control operators. There is a licensing scheme 
for structural pest control operators (people who apply 
pesticides around structures). However, “nuisance” 
wildlife trappers using live traps are exempt from 
this section. V.T.C.A., Occupations Code § 1951.058.  
There are few restrictions in general for killing fur-
bearing animals in Texas no matter the circumstances 
or location.

• Wildlife control operators do not have to report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. “Nuisance” fur-bearing animals may be 
taken at any time in any number with no restrictions. 
31 TAC § 65.381.

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator.

Hunting and Trapping (28 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Raccoons may be hunted and trapped year-round 

recreationally. Raccoons may be taken for commercial 
purposes November 1 to March 31. 31 TAC § 65.375.
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Washington: B
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (2 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. Raccoons may be killed in a lawful 
manner with the express permission of the private 
real property owner, when causing damage to private 
property. WAC 220-440-060.

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator.

Hunting and Trapping (13 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
• No daily and annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours.
• Leg-hold traps are not permitted. It is unlawful to trap 

wildlife using body-gripping traps without a special 
trapping permit issued by the department. These 
permits are granted under very limited circumstances 
including to abate damage caused to private property 
which cannot be reasonably abated with nonlethal 
tools. WAC 220-417-040.

• Trappers must submit an annual report.  
• Both hunting and trapping education is required. 

West Virginia: C-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (0 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons must 

report. Homeowners may report wildlife damage to 
the state to obtain a permit to kill animals believed to 
be causing damage. W. Va. Code § 20-2-15.

Rehabilitation (4 points)
• Raccoons may not be cared for by a wildlife 

rehabilitator. Private or nonprofit wildlife rehabilitation 
is not authorized. A bill was proposed to allow private 
rehabilitators in 2005 but failed. 

the property from damage by rabbits or fur-bearing 
animals. Only persons desiring to keep the skins of 
the animals (if required by the state) must notify the 
commissioner within 84 hours. 10 V.S.A. § 4828. 

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator.

Hunting and Trapping (15 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

less than three months. 
• No daily and annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours.
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers must submit an annual report.  In 2017, the 

regulations were changed to require the submission of 
annual surveys. Previously, surveys were voluntary. 

• Both hunting and trapping education is required. 

Virginia: C-
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (2 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is required for wildlife 

control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators must report annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. A landowner may trap or shoot  
fur-bearing animals upon his own land during closed 
season when these animals are causing damage 
to crops or property, or are posing a threat to 
human health or safety, or are otherwise causing a 
“nuisance”.VA Code Ann. § 29.1-517. 

Rehabilitation (2 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator 

with restrictions. Only the highest level, Category IV 
permit-holders, of wildlife rehabilitators may care for 
raccoons and other rabies-vector species.

Hunting and Trapping (25 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. Trapping season is November 
15 through the last day of February. However, there 
is a continuous open season to trap within the 
limits of any city or town in the state and Arlington, 
Chesterfield, Fairfax, Henrico, James City, Loudoun, 
Prince William, Spotsylvania, Stafford, Roanoke, and 
York counties. 4 VAC 15-210-51.

• No daily and annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours.
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Only hunting education is required. 
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Wyoming: F
Category (4 points)
• Raccoons are defined negatively as predatory animals. 

Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 11-6-302.

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (8 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is not required for 

wildlife control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators do not have to report 

annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do not 

have to report. 

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Hunting and Trapping (30 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Raccoons may be hunted and trapped year-round. 
• No daily and annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 72 hours.
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Only hunting education is required. 

West Virginia: C- (Continued) 

Hunting and Trapping (23 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
• No daily and annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours.
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  
• Both hunting and trapping education is required. 

Wisconsin: D
Category (0 points)
• Raccoons are defined neutrally. 

“Nuisance” Wildlife Control Operators (8 points) 
• A permit, license, or certification is not required for 

wildlife control operators. 
• Wildlife control operators do not have to report 

annually.
• Private citizens trapping “nuisance” raccoons do 

not have to report. The owner or occupant of land 
may hunt or trap beaver, coyotes, foxes, raccoons, 
woodchucks, rabbits and squirrels throughout the year 
and without a license. W.S.A. 29.337.

Rehabilitation (0 points)
• Raccoons may be cared for by a wildlife rehabilitator. 

Hunting and Trapping (23 points)
• License is required for hunting and trapping. 
• Both hunting and trapping seasons for raccoons are 

more than three months. 
• No daily and annual bag limits for trapping raccoons. 
• Traps must be checked every 24 hours.
• Leg-hold traps are permitted. 
• Trappers do not have to submit an annual report.  

W.S.A. 29.331 states trappers must report annually 
using forms furnished by the Department of Natural 
Resources (DNR) but the DNR website and guides only 
reference reporting bobcats, fishers, and otters.  

• Both hunting and trapping education is required. 
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Conclusion:

Our review of all 50 states plus the District of Columbia reveals that our laws are painfully lacking when it 
comes to raccoons and other common wild animal species. As a country, we’re failing to adequately protect 
our native wildlife. We hope that this report will empower people to find deficiencies and problems in their 
own state laws and start advocating for change. It also serves to raise awareness about the significant gap 
between our laws and the care and respect that most people have for wildlife.

As an animal advocate, here are a few steps you can take today to help wild animals like raccoons: 

• Pledge to use non-lethal methods of wildlife control if you have an issue with a wild animal in your home  
or backyard. 

 
• Don’t shop at stores or buy brands that use fur in any of their items. The website, Fur Free Retailer 

(furfreeretailer.com), has a great guide to help you shop cruelty-free. 

• More than 85 countries have banned or limited steel-jaw leg-hold traps. The United States is an outlier in its 
failure to prohibit or even adequately regulate these cruel instruments. Work to pass a trapping ban in your 
own community. 
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